Can you build an app to survey happiness?

Do you ever wonder what it means to be truly “happy” in life... without any incense stick esoteric?

So do we. Let’s solve that through digital disruption!

The challenge

• How to develop an engaging app that makes a scientific survey for happiness fun to complete?
• How to create an appealing UX that provides immediate analysis of the results?
• How to leverage the app to scale a purpose platform for the pursuit of happiness?

We want you to stop brewing coffee and start thinking bold! We need passionate developers with solid business understanding, experience in native app development (or wrappers for Vue.js), and building great UX. Good knowledge of databases and cloud architecture (Firebase) coupled with affinity for Machine Learning/AI is a plus. Help us think big and build the next impact unicorn!

Your role

About: www.zentor.de is a Munich start-up of business-guys-turned-passionate-impact-entrepreneurs developing a digital mentor for people on their quest for a change in perspective. Using insights from happiness research, our purpose platform pilot in Munich & London offers inspiring content and translates ideas into projects to realize with like-minded people.

The issue: In developed countries, people increasingly search for meaning, esp. in life transitions, amplified by longevity. Happiness & social cohesion decline, despite expanding wealth and options; loneliness & depression increase

The solution: There are great (scientific) insights about happiness and a fulfilling life - but rarely taught and seldomly applied. We need a scalable digital solution to enable people to find their purpose, people & passion

See more at www.zentor.de contact: valentin@zentor.de